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Profe ssor quits Sena te
By Susan Flynn

they think we need and Pres- · Ray-mood l.;oss, Sponsored
Due to a '_'lack of cooperation" ident Haaland asks for what he Programs Accounting Office
from President Gordon Haaland thinks they will give us," said Accountant and Budget Comand members of the adminis- - Diller.
·
mittee member, said he sees the
tration, Chairpei'SOn of the
Gary Weisman, who ·will growth of the Committee as an
Academic Senate Budget and assume the position, declined "evolutionary process."
'Planning Committee Karl C. to comment yesterday ori - "I believe that exactly what
Diller has resigned his position. Diller's resignation.
our involvement will be with
Diller said he was extremely
Professor of biochemistry _and -this committee and the adminangered that the -salary guide- member of the Budget and istration still needs to be fleshed
lines for the upcoming budget Planning Committee Donald out," said Foss.
will go to the Trustees without Green said he believes a resigariy consultation from the nation would not have been
Daniel Valenza, professor of ·
budget .::0mmictee.
necessary if there had been art and committee member, sees
'Tm not sure if he (Haaland) "better communication with the room to be optimistic about
sincerely wanted to make the president."
progress the commitee will
committee work," said Diller.
achieve, but does not see faculty
According to Diller, Haaland
"I understand Karl's dissa- pay increases as a top priority.
told the Academic Senate last pointmenc, but I have everv
'" Person·ally, I ain more insemester he (Haaland) did not confidence that this commitee terested in changing the topsee a problem with salaries . will develop," said Green.
down process at the University
because few faculty were lea!'ing
R aeJe ne Ship pee-Rice, where decisions are made by
the University.
.
member of the budget commit-- legislatures speaking to adminDiller said the salaries of the tee and professor of nursing, istration, and administration
· faculty are in f~ct the fifth lowest said she supports many of the speaking to legislatures," said
out -of the 6 New England Land points made by Diller in his V1alenza .. '.'I want to make it ·
Grant Universities.
resignation letter.
more of a grass roots operation."
The salary increase t.b,e pres"1 understand his frustration
Valenza said he sees .a tradi· ident will present to the Uni- over apparent lack of support/' tion in New Hampshire to just
versity Trustees will do nothing . said Shippee-Rice. "I hope that "make do " and he ·would like
to adjust the present discrepan- through his resignation . are
to step above that process. . ·
cies, Diller said.
concerns will be made more , "I am sorry that Karl felt he
"The trustees dictate what public."
, had to resign," said Valenza.

Hersh resig ns
from VP post
By Tim Thornton

A spray-pa~nted logo was only a tracuon
by Eric Stites)
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MUB basem ent left in
shamb les by Chann el 11

,.,

By. Pamela DeKoning
by the condition of the basement
The basement of the Memor- upon inspection in July. He said
ial Union Building (MUB), he notified Director of Campus
-which Channel 11 vacated near- Planning Victor Azzi of these
ly a year ear lier, remains a sentiments at that time.
scattered mess of cables, broken
Sanborn stressed that stufurniture, spray-painted logos dents should not foot the bill
. and other damages. Channel 11 for the damages.
Director Huart Singer said he
"It ( the cost -of cleanup) has
was unaware of until Thursday. got to be assessed to the manMUB Director Jeff Onore sa.id agement of WENH," he said.
it will be "a monumental finanHe added that "beyond .t he
cial undertaking" just to prepare cost of it, to even leave a space
the space for renovation. Onore · in that condition is totally'
referred to cleanup costs as well inappropriate." ·
as preparation for fire safety
When asked why the mess has
regulations and construction.
gone unchallenged and still
Dean of Students J. Gregg. remains, Sanborn said, "My
J S?,!}born saif~e,,!~~ "mortif,ied" ..keling .isfirs.t and foremost that

it. is the responsibility of the
manager or the person who was
in charge of WENH' s move ...additionally, the Division of Campus Planning and Facilities
Management are next _in line
in terms of being responsible
when a department moves."
. Singer said he was not aware
of the problem and, to h,is
knowledge, Channel 11 had an
agreement to continue storing
· equipment in the space. He
stressed that the matter, as
brought to his attention, will

be tended to immediately.

.

Vice President for Academic
Affairs Richard Hersh iesigned
from his position earlier this
summer tiring "substantial dis'agree.rrl~nt" over strategic JJ}at, ters with University President
Gordon Haaland.
In a June 23 resignation letter
sent to University colleagues,
Hersh wrote thache will step
down from .his post because "it
is not in the best interests of
the univei:sity to have the central administrative leadership
in substantial- disagreement on
such strategic matters."
Hersh said he will return to
the faculty as a Profe.s sor of
Educatjon, but was on vacation
and could not be reached for
comment at his office yesterday.
Hersh said Tuesday that he
would not elaborate on his
differences with Haaland "at
the moment."
Haaland announced in a letter
to faculty and staff on June,-30
that Charles Owens, who served
as Interim Vice £resident for
Finance and Administration,
would fill Hersh's vacated po-

sit.ion on a temporary basis,.
Haaland said in the same
letter that Hersh "has provided
leadership in a number of
areas," and that he _is pleased
Hersh will remain at UNH to
teach.
Haaland said yesterday that
he would not comment further
on the issue.
Hersh, who came to UNB in
1985 from the University of
Oregon where he was vice
president for research, wrote
that "ironically, Gordon and I
do agree that the action I'm
taking ·is best for the university ... Thus, while these kinds of
transitions are never easy for
either the individuals involved
or the institution as a whole,.
it .is ,:ilso true that I'm proud to
return to this faculty."
Hersh concluded his ,letter by
saying that he will return to a ·
setting "in which I benefit from
the good policies a. .1d decisions
of which I may have been a part
as well as suffer the consequences of poor decisions of which
I ~as equally a part."
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Will A Fish Calll1d Wanda

sink o-r swim? Turn ·to Jhf:l

Arts 8r Entertainment
l.

"We will be down there (this)
•'
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Ccln a new fac e h!"ing cha nge .to Dim ond Library?
By Marianne Moore
Not only new books, but a
new face-may be noticed this
semester as UNH students
begin to make the return . to
Dimond Library. .
The new face belongs to Ruth _
· Katz, who wilf replace Donald Vincent as _Head Librarian.
The ·new books were _purc::hased from the $400,000 the
library received over the
summer.
Katz, a native of Connecticut,
is "excited to be at ~ first class
school" with a good reputation . .
Katz majored in Chemistr y
at Clark Universit y in Worceste r
and she· received her Ph.D. in
Library S_c ience from Rutgers
Universit y in 1965.

Prior to this position, Ka!:z
was Universit y Librarian at East
Carolina _State Universi ty in
Greenville, North Carolina. She
said she is happy to ~e back'in
New England and consider s
herself a "fan ·of the north."
Katz said-she feels that Vincent started the ball rolling by
bringing the library and its
fleeds to the,.comm unity's atten_tion and it is up to her to
"~arry it through."
As Head Librarian, Katz said
she consider s herself more of
a manager and since arriving
at UNH she has been familarizing herself with the ·staff md
documen ts relating to rhe Ii ,,
brary and meeting with the
·
various Deans.

Plans to help improve Dimond Library are getting underway. (Eric Stites photo)

Katz said she also has been
working to _fulfill the five open
librarian positions because by
operatin g with a shortage of
· staff she claims that the ·work
can not get done.
Katz said she plans to address
the need for more space and the
libraries financial position. The
library is obviousl y not large
enough and is looking at either
an addition to the main building,
use of Spaldirtg once it has.been
vacated, as well as ·moving the
Women's Stud~~ program a~d

Honors P-rogram to another
location, _she added ..
Katz said what can be done
to the library depends on money.
The money proposed for the
next bi-annual budget would not
be available until next year.
Katz added she would like rn
see more support from UNH
Alumni.
Katz holds a position which
is equivale nt to a dean, which
she said, "was not true at •the
KATZ, page 6

.
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NEWS IN. BRIEP
Plan e Cras hes in 'Tex as Pres . Race Dead Heat
· A Delta !\-ir Lines jet crashed during takeoff at
· the Dallas-F ort W_o rth Airport early Wednesd ay
,, morning. -It is assumed that at least 13 people were
killed when the plane broke in two and was engulfed
in flames.
Many of the passenge rs suffered burns, cuts and
broken bones in the explosion and fire. that followed
the crash. Thirty-fo ur people were hospitali zed
with injuries sustained in the accident and 60 were
.
treated ahd released from area hospitals.
Sfveral witnesse s said an engine of the Boeing
727 caught fire during takeoff.T hey said after the
plane began lift off; the tail settled back down and
struck the ground. The plane crashed on a field
.
north of the airport. .
Given the magnitud e of .the crash and the ensuing
fire, witnesses said it was a near-mira cle that many
passenge rs walked away from the wreckage.
The plane was en route from Jackson, Miss., to
Salt Lake City. Delta listed 100 passange rs on board
and seven crew members . All three cockpit crew
.
.
·
members survived the crash.

Gov. Micheal Dukakis and Vice President George
Bush are locked in a. dead heat in their race for the
presidency, according to the latest poll of registered
.
vqters released Wednesday.
The ABC News/ Washing ton Post survey found
Dukakis holding a lead of 48 percent to 47 percent
over _Bush. This w~i"s' negated by. the poll's margin
.
of error.
The survey .of 1).29 likely voters, conducte d
August 24 through Tuesday night, was similar to
the last survey, which found Bush leading by 2
percenta ge points,.48_ percent to 46 percent. The
_
Jast poll was complete d August 23.
In the latest survey, twice as many voters - 5 3
percent to 26 percent - said the Democra tic vice
president ia-1 nominee , Lloyd Bentsen , is more
qualified than his Republic an rival, Dan Quayle,
-than said the reverse.
Dukakis' edge among women narrowed slightly,
but he -retained an advantag e. In the latest poll,
Dukakis led 51 percent to 43 percent among women
voters, while Bush held a 51 percent tb 44 percent
·
·
lead ~mong men.

Mich~ bans surr ogat es

Mandela mov ed to clinic

The nation's first ban on surrogat e parentin g
for pay took effect in the state yesterday , voiding
all pregnanc y-for-pro fit contracts and making any
party to such an arrangem ent subject _to prosecution.
The law, approve d by the Legislatu re on June 9
and signed by the governor on June 26, makes it
a felony to arrange a surrogate contract for profit
_and a misdeme anor for a mother or couples seeking
a ch~ld to participa te in orie.

Nelson Mandela ;,,as been moved from a hospital
to a private clinic while he recupera tes from ·
tuberculosis, the governm ent said Wednesday. The .
move may set the stage for the possible release
from governm ent custody for the black nationali st
leader, obse.t;vers said. Mandela, 70, who has been
in prison for 26 years, was transferr ed ·on, August
12 .from Pollsmo or Prison to near:by Tygerbe rg
Hospital, where he was diagnosed with the disease.

Gulf talks stall ed
The United Nations secretary general, Javier
Perez de Cuellar, said Wednesd ay that "time is
running out" on Iran and Iraq as the talks to end
their .war stalled for the fifth straight day.
Meanwh ile, Iranian leaders called for voluntee rs
for the front . .
In Tehran, ·A lireza Afshar, Iran's deputy head
of the military General Comman d in charg'e of
manpowe r, called for continuin g mobilizat ion. He
also-said that Iranians at the front must extend
their period of ser_vice.
On Tuesday, Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomein i told
his nation, "We must take it that we are still at _
war," although other statemen ts had dealt with
postwar recovery.
A UN-brok ered cease-fire began on August20 ,
'
after eight years of war.

-Vt. Yank ee Test ed
The Vermont Yankee nuclear power plant held
a drill Wednesd ay to test workers' skill in dealing
with an emergenc y. The drill began at 6:25 a.m.
with a simulate d declarati on of an "unusua l
event,"t he lowest level of a nuclear emergen cy,
plant spokesma n Gordon Bristol said.
The drill was complete d at 12:30 p.m. Under
the simu_lation, th·e plant began reducing power ·
in the ·morning because of increased water levels
in the dry well, and it automati cally shut down at
7:45 a.m., Bristol said. He said the plant's emergency
status was reclassifi ed during the d~y as the drill
tested workers' response to simulate d problem s..
About 100 people were inv:oved in the exercise,
run by the Nuclear Regulatory Commision. A formal
critique of the test is due this week.

.J
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Rose ·charged

Jor driving drunk
being caught, I regret doing it."
By Jay Kumar
He had been "playing ball and
Student Body :Vice Presiaent
Michael Rose expressed regret drinking beer all d::i.y," after
yesterday over his arrest in which he said, "You don't really
Barrington last Saturday night; know you' re up there."
Rose left Durham that night
in which he was charged with
_ for his home in Rochester, "not
drunk driving.
Rose, 22, was pulled over on realizing that I; d be over the
Route 125 in Barrington at limit. In reality, not even thinkapproximately 11:55 p.m. Sat- ing ~bout it."
He added, 'Tm thankful no
urday night, said Barrington
Police Chief Richard Conway. one got hurt." He said it was
_
He was released on $440 per- his first offense. ,
Rose said the Student Senate
sonal recognizance bail.
. Rose is scheduled to appear held an executive bQard meeting
in Dover District Court on' Sept. · yesterday to discuss the incident.
He said he will be "apologizing
14.
In an interview yesterc!ay, , to the Senate" at their first • ·
UNH recieved its long-awaited child care center. (Eric Stites photo)
Rose sai~, "I don't just regr~t meeting on Sept. 11." ·

Co-rec: ·. gym not
off the ground
/

said Sanborn.
By Rich Kelley
Hammond said she agrees
The Co-Rec referendum, a
proposition passed during the with Sanborn's views.
"Yes, we (Mike and I) feh it
Senate elections last semester
to expand -the recreational fa- was not a real priority of the
cilities at UNH, has· not yet left students since there are other
issues the students codd focus
the drawing table.
The referendum, passed by on,'' said Hammond. "Yet, we
only five votes, would include have a responsibility to represa twenty five dollar recreation em our constituents, so we voted
fee added onto the students' yes when it came before the
Senate."
tuition bill.
Hammond said another comAccording to Dean of Students J. Gregg Sanborn the fee plication of the Co-Rec referwas not included tuition th.is endum involves funding of the
· year because, "no formal agree- proj_ect. The idea of borrowing
merit was presented · co the against interest on the University's endowment, how at
Board of Directors."
A Co-Rec Committee on the twenty five million, was quesScudent Senate has been created tioned. She added that this was
co further increase support of just a tentative plan and any real
a new facility although Sanborn efforts toward funding are still
and the Student Body President being reviewed.
According to Sanborn the
Wendy Hammond and Vice
President Mike Rose do not see original site of the Co-Rec
the need for immediate action. facility ,--Qehind Huddleston
"It is important to weigh the - Hall, has been proven inappropneed of a new recreational riate ''given the density of that
facility in regards to other area due to the students and
projects such as expanding the traffic."
library and class scheduling,"

Child Care Cente.r for · UNH
By Angelique Davi
pective, technology, health and
The next time you' re waiting respect, said Kalinowski.
The first, internationa-1 persfor a class to begin, imagine that
at the same moment, a group p~ctive, attempts to develop a
of infants, ranging from six b~uer understanding and awareweeks to five years of age, are ness of other countries. The
traveling through Brazil, Italy, rooms are named America,
Canada, France, Italy, Brazil,
or even Japan:
and Japan.
Well, not exactly.
Each room represents the
According to Child Care and
Development Center Director · culture of its assigned nation.
DL Michael Kalinowski, these For example, kimonos hang on
children are participating in the the walls of the toddlers' Japan
new Child Care and Develop- room. "America" is filled with
ment Center, which focuses on red, white, and blue decor.
a program in international · - The Center would like to
awareness~ The Center, which develop relations with certain
opened'Mohday, offers a learn- foreign schools as well, said
·
. ing environment for both the Kalinowski.
Technology, the second
toddlers and instructors.
According to Dr. Michael theme, focuses on the use of
Kalinowski, the focus of the computers and video equipprogram is 3-fold. The Center ! ment, offering more exposure
provides a place for high quality for the, children as well as
child care, research on child instructors.
The final two themes, health
development, and training for
students interested in the field. . and respect, teach a child a
Kalinowski said it is "a model greater awareness about himself
for what the 1990's child care and his responsibilities, according to Kalinowski.
centers should look like."
Susan Kurtz, ·the mother of
The Center is based on four
themes, according to Kalinows- an enrolled toddler, said_the
ki. They are, international pers- program sounds exciting and

I

A panoramic view of T-Hall's new landscape. (Eric Stites p~oto)

the center should be great.
. The Center caters to anyone
affiliated with UNH; students,
staff, and faculty. A sliding fee
scale, which makes the enrollment fee dependent upon -a
family's annual income, allows
UNH students -with their own
children to participate in the
Center, said Kalinowski. !
The Center is an expansion
of The Child and Family Center,
located in Craft Cottage. This
new center combines the three
previous nursery schools with
four new child care programs.
Kalinowski attributes the
. success and excellence in facilities to .many supporters, but
especially the University for
funding the program.
· The Center has become the
largest child ·care development
-lab in New England, offering
more opportunities to students
than any other, according to
Kalinowski. The programs,
administered through the Departme_n t of Family Studies in .
the School of Health Studies,
are a· forum for child develop·
meat and research.
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ONTRE SPOT
The registration process was supposed.to be improvec.
?
this year. How did registration go for you_

~

-

'-

" The Jines were just as Jong as
usual this semester and I didn't
. notice any 'improvement. I only
got one class that I prereg,stered
for and I only know one person
, who got' everything they wanted."

,, Hot. I think it went okay. The
lines were a little lotzg."
Katie Keating

" I'm a freshman and so most
of my schedule was already
taken _ca!e of. It went r_ea//y ·
well." ·

'' It was better than last year.
Definitely better than last year.
It only took me fifteen minutes
and I got all my classes." ·

Freshman

1Trevor Cone

Nancy Dumont

Art

·Freshman

Sophomore

)

Cristin,e Cushman
Bus. Admin.

Bus. Admin.
Junior
- Undec. LA

- - ">1'••,l'.-.•.-.v.-.•.••••-.••~••••••••.-.-.•.•;~••••••..•••.-.•.•••...........•.v••••••...-......_......-...•.-.•.•--:••••• - ,
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AJT,TION ·. . . . .·

"*·
.-+'*· English

~
*
maj o!s, f\.rt majors, and•••

other misfits!

~••

~

.

*

·j. ~

)

.?•••

•• ·

~

.

The Student Press Organization. , publishers of UNH-'l . ·
most beloved magazine Main Stre~et.., . has openings in
••·
the fo/loWing departments:

**
• **
·**

·

*
'***.*

•**

.
**
**
**.
'

.

i(.Writing
t ·editing
i< advertising
*·product_ion·
~ -photography
*art

.

•••
- ~ -

•*
•*:*.
•*
-k. . . '
~ -

*

Wedne~day Sept. 7 at 7 pm MUB Room 153

. 1f

i'

*

-tc*

•* .

·
All are compensated positions and would look just dan~y on
a resume! Interested and moti~ated people should come to the
Big Meeting ( people who applied last semester should, too)! Be•*
there~ or we'll do it without you!
1(

.
.•~

I
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Frat Row contillues to _grow
By Evan Henschel
"Fraternity row" has grown
with the additions of Sigma Nu, ·
Kappa Delta and Delta Chi
making a total of 11 gre_ek
organizations on Madbury
Road.
.Sigma Nu, previously on
. Strafford Avenue, is now located "
at i 7 Madbury Rd. The move
allows 24 brothers to live in the
house, nine more than -at their
previous location_, said Sigma
Nu -brother Toby Buechner.
· "It's a v~ry big move for us,"
said Buechner. "We're very
excited about it."
.
.
. According_ to :Buechner, the
house is connected to an apartment complex.
. "We've a_Iways been a strong
,, brotherhood°.ind this will only
:., make us stronger,'' said
_Buechner.
Plans for a second floor ·that
would allow room· for sixteen
more brothers in the house are
:_ also in the near future, said
Buechner. ·A representative for Ernie
Cutter, who owns the old Sigma
Nu house, said iliey have tentative plans for remodeling that
would include an addition, The
representative said the house
would be available for lease as
an apartmem or possi'l:5ly to
-.another fraternity or sorority. With a,positive outlook, Delta
Chi made the move from Main
Street to the former T ASk
Center on Madbury Road, said
President Bill Grimes.
Grimes said the _b-rotherhood
is excited about the new house
with its prom1nent location and
large lot of land.
,
"It's better because we' re on
Madbury," said Grimes. "It (the
former h'ouse) wasn't designedas a fraternity house."
. Sigma Nu and Delta Chi
houses are being leased through
Durham business man Jess
Gai;igwer.
Gangwer said he had no
reservations about leasing be-

~AGE FIVE
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GALENDAR.
-FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 2
PROTESTANT PREVIEW PICNIC- ,Find out what we'll
-be doing this· semester. United ~ampus Ministry, Waysmeet
Protestant Student Center, 15 Mill Rgad, 5 p.m.

. MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 5
LABOR.DAY- No classes, University offices closed.

TUESDAY, SEPTEMl3ER 6
Last day for undergrads to withdr~w and qualify for .3/4.tuition
refund. ·
·
,
· ··
· .
GRADUA tE REGISTRATION - Hillsborough / S~llivan
Room, MUB, 8:45-ll:45am, l:15-4prri, and 5-Jpm. For
· additional evening hours, call Graduate School. . . _
ART PRINT SAIE- Granite State Room Lobby, MUB, 10am
- 5pm.

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER ·7
. ART PRINT SALE-Granite State Room Lobby, MUB, 10am
. - 5pm.
.
MEN'S SOCCER- vs. Ceq.tral Connecticut,J:30 p.m.

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 8 .
ART PRINT SALE_:_ Granite State Room Lobby, MUB, 10am
- 5pm.
UNIVERSITY CONVOCATION:-- Lundholm Gymnasiul!l,
Field House, 12:45 p.m. Recept10n to follows on lawn 10
front of Morrill Hall.
·
,
MUSO FILM-. '_'Good Morning Vietnam.'_' Strafford Room,
MUB, 7 and 9:30 p.m. Students $1, general $2.

Kappa D_elta's new home in Tudor ~all. (Eric Stites-photo)
cause the town has their own - helped them get the house.
regulations for the fraternities
Pompeo said she is efcited
Gangwer said he· is confident with the location because it will
abo'ut his new clients and an- strengthen their ties ·w ith the
ticipates a "happy relationship." other greek organizatons.
The Task center has been
"Everyone has been really
relocated to the trailers behind receptive to-us moving in," said
Barnes and Noble that the Pompeo.
registrar's office previously
According to Representative
occupied.
Lorraine.Eastman; Cheney Real"We are really pleased to be to rs "were thrilled" with the
closer to the center of campus," arrangement of leasing Tudor
said TASk Director-Sarah Seder. Hall to the sorority.
Kappa Delta, a former UNH
According to Kappa Delta
sorority, is back on campus
occupying what was once the Alumni Advisor Kathy Proulx
the acquisition of Tudor Hall
Tudor Hall apartments.
Kappa Delta President Laura displaced only about 10 % of
Pompeo said she feels their students previously living there
strong national reputation in the apartments.

.FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 9
WOMEN'S SOCCER--vs. Green Mountain College, Field -·
House, 3: 30 p,.m.
PANHELLENIC FORMAL RUSH~ Strafford Room, MUB,
6p.m.
FACUL TY CONCERT SERIES- Robert Eshbach,, violin,
Paul Arts, Johnson Theater, 8 p.m.
CALENDAR INFORM:A TION MUST BE SUBMITTED TO THE OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES, Rom.-, ~12, MF3.
(Observe deadlines on proper forms)

-

The New Hampshire (1,JSPS :n9-280 ) is pubiished and distributed semi-weekly
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Rubes®

- By .Leigh Rubin

AC1C>ALLY, I HAO
SOMEJ\4\NG AUTTLE MORE
·' B\BUCAL \N M\ND.

.A.
I

I

I

The stairs between DeMeritt and Murkland are still awaiting a much ne,e ded face-lift.
after years of sagging. (Eric Stites photo)
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NOTICES
ACADEMIC

ATTENTION UNH STUDENT EMPLOYEES·:
You MUST show a photo ID wh~n picking up your
paycheck at the MUB. Please read the MUB
Paycheck Distirubution Policy sent to your department for complete details.

PRE- ~EDICAL/P RE- DENTAL ADVISORY
COMMITTEE: If you ate planning to attend medical
or dental school, register with the Pre-medical/P redental Club-. Room 14,.Floor B, Dimond Library.

MEETINGS

GENERAL
FULBRIGHT FELLOWSHI P APPLICATIO N
DEADLINE: Application forms and further
information for the 1989-90 competition for grants
for graduate study abroad may be obtained from
the Fulbright Program advisor Sonny Davis, who
is located in the Center for International Pers- .
pectives. The deadline for filing an application
.
on this campus is September 3b.

HOMECOMIN G PLANNING MEETINGS: Open
to anyone. who is interested in planning Homecoming Week for October 17-22 . Tuesdays,
September 6 to October 18, Hanover Room, MUB,
12:45 to 1:45 p .m. Information: Student Activities
Programming Office, 862-1001.
UNH JUGGLING CLUB MEETING: Open juggling for everyone from beginner to expert. No
experience needed .to have fun. Wednesday evenings,
MUB. (Check at Info Center in MUB for room and
time (after 7 p.m.) )

REGISTRATI ON FOR STUDENT ORGANIZACANCER SURVIVORS AND SUPPORTER S
TIONS: All students grqups must register with
ORGANIZAT IONAL MEETING: Meeting open
Room
ice,
Off
Pr~grarp.ming
Activiti~s
Student
the
to a-nyone interested in learning how to better cope
aas'
'recognized
ic'ially
off
be
to
126 in the MUB
help others cope with cancer. Tuesday; September
or
4:30
UNHorganiza tion. Office hours are 8 a.m. to
6, Room 249, Health Services, 7-8:30 p.m.
p.m., phone 862-1001 before September 30th
Information: Lisa, 862-4221 or Keith 862-4527.
.
·
deadline. .

A JOB THAT PAYS
1

A job that pays ! A place that pays well ! ·If you need some
extra cash for school, then you should consider a part
time job at Wentworth- Douglass Hospital. Our. wages
are very competitive and with our new shift and weekend
differentials, you can earn more ! .
Our housekeeping t.eam currently has available a Trash
Collect.or/ Linen Service Worker position. This combined.
18 hour job encompasses operating the incinerat.or as well (
as providing a wide variety of linen processing duties. You
must be 18 years of age or older t.o operat.e the incinerat.or.
Besides a very attractive st.arting rat.e, we will give you an
extra $1 .50 per hour for the weekend shift. Add ro this
over 14 paid days off per year. And paid insurances, t.oc !
Call Mark-Felici, .Employment Manager, at (603) 742-5252,
ext.ention 185 or st.Gp by the Personnel Office between
.,.s:OOam and 4:00pm for an application. We are an equal
·
· ,?Pf>Ortunity employer.

WENTWO RTH- DOUGLA SS HOSPITAL

789 CENTRAL AVENUE
DOVER, N.H. 03820
Tel. 742-5252

RED CROSS STUDENT MEETING: For anyone
interested in discussing upcoming blood drive in
September. Thursday, September 8, 12 Dover Road
(next to foreign car dealer) 7 p.m. If interested
but unable to attend, call 868-2753 after 8:30 p.m.

UNH DANCE THEATER COMPANY AUDITIONS: Jazz, ballet, modern dance. Open to all
UNH students. Monday, September 12, Ne·wman
Dance Studio, New Hampshire Hall, 4 p.m .
foformatiQQ: Theater and Dance Dept., 862-2291.

••~········ ·········· ·········· ·········· ········~•
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TEE S,
INC
(F0rmerly Fit To A Tee)
').,. t;,

,r

custom imprinted t:.shirts
•1,

~';<...

Lef us outfit yo~r team, organization, frat oi' sorority!

f

••
••
•
•·
•

155 Portland Ave.
Dover-749-6465

...................................................
c all your Durham rep TODAY
Paul 868-6352
.

.

,

.

WEALWAYS

·NEED LEADERS
The Air Force is looking for .

pilots ... navigators .. .
mi&Sileers .· .. engineers .. .
anagers and ... more. Our posi·
ons are important. You can get one
_
rough Air Force RITTC
As an Air Force RITTC cadet, }Ou'll be trained
- .
in leadership ,u1d management practices. You may
also apply for our scholarship program that helps pay
rnllq~ · t,cpmSt>s, plus $100 per academic month, tax free.
Af tcr graduation. yuu'll have all the prestige and resJX)llsibil.ity <,f an Air force officer. You'll discover a nEW WJrld
when· ~,u',11 be challenf:,red to excel.·- and rewarded for }Ollr.
sm-cess. Let us give ~>U the details today.
CAPT MESERVE
603-862-14 80

\

I A•adership Excellence Starts Here

KATZ

------------··I

(continued f.rom page 2) • • • • •

I

111

• • • • • • • •

other schools .." .She will be dents and faculty.
working closely with the Deans · Katz said she is also excited
as she sits on the Dean Council : about being in a beautiful town
and the Presid,e nts Administra- ! such as Durham and has found
rive Council. She said this will: the people to be friendly and ;
hopefully make her more re- : anx10us to help her with her ·
·
.
sponsive to needs of the stu- . new position.

This year, 125,000 Americans learned the truth about smoking
when they were diagnosed with lung <::ancer. So quit.
Because ignoring the statistics won't stop you from becoming one.
EVERY QUITTER IS A WINNER..

The Great American Smokeout. Nov. 17.
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Umbrellas needed
inside of the MUB
.

~

By Pamela DeKoning
Students returning to the
·MUB this fall should appreciate
this summer's dry weather and
hope it continues. Yes, folks,
rain outside the MUB still ·
means rain inside the MUB.
"Complications with bid specifications" delayed the roof
-contract -from going out to bid
until August, according to MUB
Director Jeff Onore:
He said the roof will be
completedin mid-October.
In addition to the roof, the .
The renovations scheduled for _the MUB's top lev~_l are nowhere to be s~n. (Eric Stites photo)
upstairs main entrance and
corridor was ·due for a face-lift,
according to Onore.
TargetedJor repair and refurbishing are the roof, the
wiring of the· Granite Stafe
By Pamtla DeKoning
to make recommendations to ' working on a similar outline for . Room, upper level flooring and
Student study space. An en- President Gordon Haaland as the bookstore.
lighting, .as well as new chairs
tertainment facility. Student to how to use the space.
stusa.1d
Haaland
President
office spate. Relocating Barnes
Brett Clemens, chairperson
anq Noble. These are the op- of the MUB Board of Governors dent considerations will be "very
tions being considered for the who is representing student seriously considered in the final 1i
vacant .Channel 11 space in the interests in the process said decision making process."
MUB.
Dan DiBiaso Executive As- ·
students priorities are an enDean of Students J. Gregg tertainment facility, study space sist~nt to President Haa!~nd
Sanborn, Director of Campus and student office space.
attributed the lengthy dec1s10n
Planning Victor Azzi, The MUB
· - making process in this issue to,
· .
Board of Governors, and StuClemens said he is working the number of areas that will
dent ~ody President and Yice- on a more specific outline of be involved in the uhimate
President Wendy Hammond space needed for these interests. decision.
' and Mike Rose are all working Azzi said Campus Planning is

CiiSe for Channel 11 space

~ __ ~ _____ ~ __ . _______ ·___ •• __
r• • • • • • • • • • • • .n~ • • • • • • • • •

morning to determine what
, needs to· be done. At this point
we just need to get the place
cleaned out;" Singer said.
~s-i n-g e-r ,said, "To the extent
that it's our responsibility, ·we
will be responsible (for the
cost)."
He added that there were
several occasions when equipment and refuse were removed.
Director of Campus Planning
Victor Azzi, who replaced Felix

.

.

for the Strafford Room, according to the MUB budget for fiscal
year 1989.
$216,300 has been allocated
for the undertaking, according
to the budget.
New carpeting, painting, and
window repair will have to wait
until they will not be rained .on,
according_ to Onore.
He said he expects most of
the renov~.t-ions to be completed
by Christmas.
Onore, who returned from
sabbatical in June, said he was
disapointed that everything
wasn't completed over the _
summer; He added that the
repairs and renovations will be
worke,d around students with
as little inconvenience as pos·
sible.

B A-s EME NT .-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-••••_.
(continued fropi page 1)

Devito Jr. last year, said he first Onore was on saabatical last
- inspected. the basement last - semester.
UNH President Gordon Haaspring. He said his office has
been working on how t_o use the land said, "I have no idea why
-· space and t~~t ·the._deanup issue the-space was not inspe_c ted
would be addressed at some '(soohet)."
___point.
Haaland said -the Channel 11
' . Delays and lack of action on issue was still being considered
the University's part were at- by Campus Planning and Faciltributed by Sanborn to staff ities Services and recommenchanges in Campus Planning dations have not yet been made
and the MUB, from which to his office.

As a campus representative
you'll be responsible for placing
advertising materials on bulletin
-boards and working on
marketing programs for clients
such as American Express,
Boston University, Eurall, and·
various movie companies,
among others. Part-time work,
choose your own hours. N9
sales. Many of our reps stay
with us long after graduation. If
you are self-motivated, hardworking, and a bit of an
entrepreneur, call or write for
more Information to:
AMERICAN PASSAGE
- NETWORK
6211 W. HOWARD STREET
CHICAGO, IL. 60648

1(800) 221-5942 or
(31 ~) 647-6860
CHICAGO DALLAS LOS ANGELES
. NEW :YORK SEATTLE

-i

I
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The big white sig~ that beckons us to the big brick school.

. f

UN IVE RSI TY .C ON VO CA TIO N ·
Thursday, Septe'm ber 8, 1988
·12:45 p.m.

Lundh olm ·Gymn asium .
'~THE UNIV ERSIT Y: A COM MUN ITYiO F SCHO LARSJ J

President Gordon A. Haaland
Professor Joseph B. Murdoch
"Chairperson of the Academi~ Senate

Wendy Hatnmon d · · , .
President of .the Student Body .

Student s, faculty, a·n d staff
are invited to
celebrate the new academic year~
,1!'• ,

\

-

Refr~shnients will be served under the tent
: across from New Hampshi re Hall following the ceremony.

PA~E Ni.NE
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52 iss $29.12
reg $58.24
Newsstand $104
Tl2
21 iss $11.76
104 iss $58.24 · TIS

) ON GREAT ~AGAZ INES
AT EDUCATIONAL DISCOUNTS

1 yr $27 .95 .
reg $39.95
Newsstand $102
33 iss $17.95 BW2

Please allow 6-8 weeks for wee~lies and 6-12 we eks for others to start
Special rates are subject to publisher's change and good i~ U.S.A.

US
52 iss $19.89
reg $39.75
Newsstand $100 .
US2
26 iss $9.95

FT

27 iss $~3.99
, reg $47.97
Newsstand $94.50

MO
GO 13 iss $15.99
OM 1 yr $11 .97
PS 12 iss $15.96
MT 1 yr $8 .97
EQ 12 iss $9.97
PT 1 yr $9.95 ,
RS 1 yr $8
26 is.s $17.95
reg $31.95
reg $19.94
·
reg $24
reg $13.94
,,.
reg $19.94
reg $17.94
reg $15.99
reg $25.95
Newsstand $38.35
Newsst-and $30.00
Newsstand $36
Newsstand $21
. Newsstand $30
Newsstand $23.40 . Newsstand $35.40
Newsstaml $62. 90
·-· ··- --- - - -----··
BOATING
BICYCLING
BETTER HOMES
BASKETBALL
BASEBALL
AUDIO
ATLANTIC
AMERICAN
BO
$16.97
iss
12
Bl
$9.97
iss
10
GARDENS
&
DIGEST
DIGEST
AU
AT 12 iss $9.97
12 iss $9.95
PHOTOGRAPHER
· reg $21.94
reg $15.97
BH
BK 1 yr $11
BS 8 iss $7.97
10 iss $9.97
reg $9.95
Reg $19.94
AP .
8 ISS $5 98
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CHILO LIFE
CHANGING TIMES
CAR & DR IVER
CAA CRAFT
CH 1 yr $9:97
CA 12 iss $18
CF 1 yr $11.99
12 iss $9.97
reg $11 .95
reg $18
reg $16.98
reg $15 94

CL

CONSUMER'S
CHILDREN'S
DIGEST ·
DIGEST
CT 1 yr $9.97
1 yr $9 .97

CYCLE
COSMOPOLITAN .
- Cl 12 iss $7.97
6 iss $10.50
reg $15.94
reg $10.50

CY

"":°-"'~
···EBONY ~--,tYC[E''WORLD oe, · '· -- -.. DISCOVER- ·
1 yr $12
DV
$14.95
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12
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1 yr $7.97
reg $16
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reg $15.94
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FOOTBALL
FANTASY &
FD 6 iss $11 .97
1 yr $29.95
DIGEST
. SCI. FICTION
reg $11.97
reg $45
FD
$9.97
iss
10
FF
10 iss $15
I

GA

~

GOLF
1 yr $9.'.17
reg $15.94
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GOURMET
GOOD FOOD
GF 12 iss $12.50
GO 12 iss $11 .97
r~g $18
reg $12 "

. HOT ROD
~OME .MECHANIX
Ml 12· iss $11 .95
i yr $8.97
reg $17.94
reg $15

ESSENCE•
EB 1 yr $9.96
reg $12

HEALTH
Harper's Magazine
HARPER'S BAZAAR
HA 1 yr $11
HB 1 yr $11.97
GT 6 iss $15.90
reg $22
reg $18 .
reg $15.90

co

HOCKEY DIGEST
HIGH FIDELITY
HO
HF 8 iss $7.97
FH 1 yr $6.98
reg $18
reg $13.95

LEARNING
JACK & JILL
INSTRUCTOR
·.INSIDE SPORTS
INCOME
HUMPTY DUMPTY
$12.96
yr
1
JJ
$9.97
yr
IR
'
1
.97
$11
iss
10
IS
$7.97
iss
8
,
OPPORTUNITIES
HU
HR 1 yr $9.97
reg $18
reg $11 .95
reg $22.22
reg $12
IO
12 iss $4.98
reg $11 .95

MS
MOTOR CYCLIST
MOTHER JONES
MONEY MAKER
· Metropolitan Home Modern Photography
MR 1 yr $10.97
MJ 12 iss $7.97
MM 1 yr $16
MP 1 yr $9.98
MH 1 yr $6.99
1 yr$11.97
reg $16
reg $15.94
reg $24
reg $13.98
reg $13.98
reg $15

,~

LE

NEW REPUBLIC•
NATIONAL LAMPOON
NR
NL 1 yr $28
MS 1 yr $8.95
reg $56
reg $15.95

PLAYBOY•
PHOTOGRAPHIC
PENTHOUSE•
OUTDOOR LIFE
PH 1 yr $19
PN 12 iss $7.97.
OL 1 yr $30
OT 1· yr $8.97 .
reg $26
reg $15.94
reg $36
reg $13.94

OUTSIDE
o·rganic Gardening
1001 HOME IDEAS
NEW WOMAN
OG 12 iss $12 .95
DI 12 iss $11.88
NM l yr $11
12 iss $12.97
reg $18
reg $13.97
reg $22
reg $15

SAVVY
RUNNER'S WORLD
ROAD & TRACK
RA.DIO
PREVEN.TION
PRACTICAL
POPULAR
RT 12 iss $12.97 . AW 12 iss $9
1 yr $12.99
ELECTRONICS
PR
1 yr $13.97
HOMEOWNER
PHOTOGRAPHY
reg $18
reg $19.95
reg $19.94
RA
pp 9 iss $9.97
reg $13.97 . .. 1 yr $15.97
NS
12 iss $6.99
SUCCESS
STEREO REVIEW ·
SPORT
· SOCCER DIGEST
SKIN DIVER
SKIING
SKI
ST 10 iss $8.97
SP 12 iss $6.97
SD 12 iss $7.97
SN 6 iss $7.97
SG 12 iss $11 .95
SK 7 iss $5.97
8 iss $6.97
reg $17.94
reg $13.94
reg $12
reg $9.95
reg $19.94
reg $11 .95
mg $9.94

PL.

SCIENCE DIGEST
SC
SY 6 iss $9.95
reg $12.95
TENNIS
SU 1 yr $8.97
reg $17.94

TN

US
TURTLE
TRUE STORY
_ THE ARTIST
UM
TT -26 iss $15.97
TS 1 yr $9.97
TA .1 yr $9.97
9 iss $12 .47
9_5_ _ OR MAIL COUPON TO: UNIVERSITY SUBSCRIPTION• DOWNERS GROVE, IL 60515
23
1
1
95
4
1
95
1
8
_·
$
'
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·_
_
$ _ ·__ _ _ _r_eg_$_
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FOR FASTER SERVICE CALL 1-800-852-0852

USA TODAY
65 iss $23.95
reg $32 .5.0

VIDEO
UA 1 yr $6 .
· reg $12

VIDEO REVIEW

VIDEO MRKTPLCE
VI 6 iss $9.97
reg $12

VM 1 yr $7.97
reg $12

LOWEST PRICES ANYWHERE

VA

1-. Guaranteed lowest price or we will refund the difference.

2. Guaranteed satisfaction or we will refund any unused portion of a . ·
subscription_ordered throug h us.

WASHINGTON POST
VILLAGE VOICE
WP
VV 26 iss $19.50
1 yr $19.95
reg $21
reg $37.44
Magazine
A+ (Apple Comp.)
WEIGHT WATCHERS WOMEN'S SPORTS
WO Classrm Cmptr Lrng
12 iss $13.97 · WW 12 iss $10.95
Compute
/ reg $12.95
reg $13.97
Computer's Gazette

12
8
12
12

WORKING WOMAN Family Computing
WORKING MOTHER
WN High Technology
WM 12 iss $9
24 iss $12.95
Mac -User
reg $18
reg $25.90

12 iss. FC 19.97 10.99
12 iss. HT 30.00 24.95 '
12 iss. MU 27.00 14.97

WORLD TENNIS
Mac World - I '
WORLD PRESS
WT PC Computing
12 iss $7.97
REVIEW
·pc Magazine
reg $15.94
· AW
1 yr $16.97

12 iss. MW 30.0d 15.00
12 iss. PG 19.94 14.97
18 iss. PE 36.79 19.97

Mag. Reg
Term Code Price

iss.
iss.
iss.
iss.

A+ 24.97
CO 22.50
CP 24.00
CZ 24.00

12 iss. PW
YOUNG 'pJflSS
PC World
WRITER'S DIGEST
12 iss. PJ
YM PC Tech. Journal
WD 10 iss $10.95
9 iss $12.47
Personal Computng 1 year PC
reg $14
reg $18

uss
Price

14.97
18.00

14.40
18.00

HOW TO ORDER: J·ust write the codes for the magazines you wish to order
(example TV for one year TV GUIDE) circling® if renewal. Print your name and
address and mail today. •
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D College Student. Year of grad. 19
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3913

Plan (1/3 per month) □ Bill Me. D Enclosed$ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Sign H e r e _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (Payable to U~S)
29.90 14.97
0 VISA □ MASTERCARD Good thru _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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DON 'T LE·T THI S
HAP PEN TO-YOU!

Fall into the Great Outdo ors
New Hamp shire Outin g Club
Openi ng Meetin g

~

30% Fewer Members hips Available

Date: Sept. 7 ·

Stay Fit at the
, Frankl in .Fit~es s Center ·
Where a Semes ter Membe rship ,
includes:
. .

.

\

Trme:_7 - 9 p.m. -

.

Place: Gra:Ql-te State room

MUB .
*Nautilus* Free Weights*C ardiovascu lar Center*Safeguar d Aerobics Program (2 studios-4 levelsover 60 classes per week) *Hot Tub*Sauna s*Locker
Rooms**R educed Rates on Tanning Booths and
Bed

C _E__NJ E_g

_Fun trips
.and
more!

liHQC ,

Conveniently located in downtown Durham. (Don't let part of your workout be getting there.):

1 J .Jenkins Cl
urh'!m, NII 0:5824.
868-1105

\

with: ISLAND SIIJE _

SUNDAY, SEPT. 11, 1988

. ·: This Tuesday it\1J!}~ ·
'.;:,. Hill~borough Rtn.-; MUB-

·8 piri.
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Editorial
1

A ·public prOvide r disappo ints
I

Way back in November of t987, Channel ·
11, the public broadcasting service for
southern New Hampshire, vacated the
basement level of the Memorial Union
Building. The television station, moving
into a ·brand-new_facility down ~he street,
left a mangled mess in their wake. , .
. A snake pit of cables and live wires, the
basement resembles a futuristic war zone.
Overturned televisions, chairs and electronic
equipment are barriers in·most of the rooms.
Trying to cross floors, dissected to expose
its electrical nervous system, is like walking
through a mine field. "11 Gone Home"
is spray-painted on a wall. And looking
somewhat out of place among the ruins,
an artificial Christmas tree lies dismembered on the ground.

, To tout the basement of the MUB is to
dro~n in disregard. The mess will take tens
of thousands of dollars to clean up along
with a lot of time and hard work. The
abandoned debris, the dangerous live 'wires
and the defacement of public property via
spray paint is a crime - one that would not
have been tolerated by any business in fhe
private sector.
directly to blame
Channel 11 may not
for the damage, but they are responsible.
No one else has used the basement since
they,left and no one oth~r than top MU~
·
·
officials have had access.
Channel 11 did say they will clean up
any damage they are responsible for. That's
nice. But it took until yestetday for them
to own up, even after admitting they had

pe

'

been back there several times since ..the
in,i tial move. For a station committed to
public service, leaving a public building
in such a shambles is hypocritical. Leaving
it for a year and then sudd~nly accepting
responsibility upon confrontation is sus~
picious.
Channel 11 is not the only jaded character
in this, sJory. The basement was neglected
by MUB officials as well. It is slightly
backward to have a committee investigate
how to use the space without taking a close
look at it first. If they did inspect the ·
premises, they were wrong to be silent about
such a disaster area.
. The students should be safe 'from picking
up this check. Next time is another story.

(

I

;
,\

Letters~to the editor must be typed and signed, and must
include an address and telephone -number for ve·rification.Address all mail to: The New Hampshire
Room 151, MUB

Trustees _- - To the Editor:
As human beings, we often have
a .fear of the unknown, As children
it was a fear of th-e dark. Our fears
continued through going to summer
camp for the first time, taking
exams, and starting dating relationships. In college, the fe~fr of the
unknown takes different forms . For
freshman it may be the fear of a·
new educational environnment and
wondering if he/ she will fit in. For
upperclassmen, the fear .is wondering ifone will get a good ·job and
make the 4 years of education worth
the cost. In each case of fear, for
the most part, the fear is alleviated
as the situation or circumstances
become more familiar. Taking away ·
the "unknown" takes away the
· "fear."
The latest "fear of the unknown"
that I have witnessed on college
campuses is the "fear of the Board
of Trustees". Many students, as suming they realize there is a Board
of Trustees, have images of a
mysterious, alienated, removed
group of men and women who make
drastic decisions that affect students
lives without regard for the students
themselves. Thankfully, I believe

,t his is also one of those "fears of
the unknown" that can be corrected.
This summer I worked with the
Trustees on many issues including
approving the search for some of
the · items with which to . build
student housing on each of the
campuses, discussion of a capital
budget which includes cultural
facilities, academic build1ngs, and
library concerns, and finally the
review and subsequent planning
of each institution mission and
goals.. I have found the Trustees
to be personable individuals with
a desire to meet needs and concerns.
Trustees are always open to input
and feedback and seek to visit the
System campuses and read the
student newspapers. ·
· It will take both,Trustees and
students to work through the "fear
of the Board of Trustees" but I am
confident that it can be done
through familiarity . I am always
available to answer questions or
concerns at the Student ,Senate
office at UNH (603Y862-1494. Let's
get over the feat:Sincerely,

~pology

To the Editor,
It has been our d~signated duty
to apologize to the students of UNH
for a chain .of events\hat happened
two years ago. Many of us will recall
a former UNH , student Sonia
Schmitt. Sonia brou-g ht to this
institution her tainted revolution~ry
opinions and engraced in some way
an impact on every persons life that
she encountered. You may also
recall an article printed by The New
Hampshire concerning a breakup
of (as termed by UNH Public
Saftey) a "thefning". Due -to. the
subjectionn to peer pressure and
challenge we became involved in
.. his tomplex operation for a time
period. This function. has long been
ceased ·and we will not regenerate
this conduct. To the students of
UNH whose· lives we may have
disrupted in any manner, we apologize for our ignorance, irresponsibility, inconsideration, shallowness, carelessness, thoughtlessness, ·
immaturity, tactlessness and neglect.
,
Sincerely,
Laune Beck
Dennis J. O'Connell
Daniel Daudier
Student Trustee
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University Forum
F acuity and Administration gap
By Karl C ., Diller
C

The following column ifd corrected and ad~pted _version of a letter from Karl Diller, P~ofessor of English, to Joe' Murdoch, Chair of the Academic Senate.
irresponsible and dishonest use of the phrase "catchI have decided to resign from iny position as chair
up" for increases that will almost ,certainly leave
of the Ac.a demic Senate Budget and Planning
us, once again, farther below the median than.before.
Committee. I am also resigning from the senate.
Our committe was not asked to ·comment on these
In April I was still optimistic about the contrisalary guidelines. I met with Vice-President MacKay, .
bution the Budget and Planning Committee could
and he seemed surprised to hear that . faculty
make to UNH. We were wdl prepared, with facts
and figures compiled by Gary Weisman and his · < compensation was 14.6 below average for the New
England State universities. He said the tru~tees
subcommittee about changes in the UNH budget
.· thought they had been doing pretty well with regard
over the last decade and ·with comparisons to peer ·
to salary raises, and he seemed fairly satisfied with
· universities in New England compiled by Larry
the pres~nt situation.
· ·
,,. .
Dingman and his subcommittee.
·
· Charlie Owens tells me that the ,president will
We thought we had a meaningful' dialogue with
not support any proposal to ask for more salary
Gordon. The deans supported our committee on
money than this, thinking that 3:ny such proposal
resear:_ch initiative .qioney and departmental suppoq
will be laughed down. He said the the -president
(two areas which nevertheless ended up not doing
could ncJt meet with us at our August 29 meeting,
well in the final FY 89 budget). They also supported
and that he had not suggested an alternarjve meeting.
us on the notion that we needed to do something
In the Senate By-laws, the Budget and Planning
major on salaries. To our statement that the facµlty
Committee is given th~ charge to work with the
COfl\pens.ation was 14.6 percent below the mean
c:-- ad,ministration from the earliest stages of the budgetof the other five ~ew England public universities,
m.aking process. It is clear that for the FY90-91
the deans added that they thought the PAT salar_ies
biennium, we have been excluded from involvement
·were also about 15 percent below standard, and
'l..., in the early stages. The basic budget, in fact, is being
operating staff more than 20 percent.
dictated by a completely top-down process.
-After the meeting, Vice President Hersh and
The Administrative Council, consisting primarily
several of the deans congratulated us on our
performance and our contribution. Someone said t- · o.f the deans and vice-presidents, was formed at
approximately the S_?,me time as the Budget and
that this committee was the best thing to happen
Planning Committee. In Decemb<:!r, when John
for UNH in a long time. It was tempting to overlook •,
.Rogers and I were negotiating with President
that President Haaland did not express any of the
kind to us.
· ·
'
Haaland on the_make ~up of the pr<?posed Budget
and Planning Committee, we asked him to include ·
In August, Charlie Owens sent me copies of some
the sen~te chair and the chair of the, Budget and ·
of the memos in which Vice Chancellor Ed MacKay
Planning Committee on t~e Administrative (;ouncil,··
outlined th_e budget gujdelines for the F,;Y90-Q.h,.
in effort to insure close faculty and ad·ministrative
bielrnium, 'wnkh President Haaland anq the System
cooperation on budget and planning issues.
.
Administrative Board :would be presenting to the
Gordon wanted to delay the decision, saying he
Trustees Finarice and Budget Committee on
wanted to give the deans and· vice-presidents time
,September 16, and to the full board on September
to learn to work well together before increasing
. 27.
the. size of the cou·nciL The Budget and Planning
For salaries, the proposal is the have _a basic 5.5
Committee persisted later in the spring, and asked
,.,p.ercent increase (which is a widely accepted estimate ,
President Haaland on March 31, 1988 to allow an
for "inflation in the calendar year 1989), with a 1.8
"observer" from the Budget and Planning Compercent "rntch-up" increase, totaling 7.3 percent
. mittee to attend his Adminh,trative Council if he
each year.
·
didn't want someone as a foll member.
Last y'ear, after a similar increase at µNH, we
The president has not given the committee his
ended up more than 1 per,cer:ft farther below the
decision, but Joe Murdoch tells me that he has decided
median ior faculty .salaries .in the New England
to refuse this request even .though he has named
public universities than we had been the previous
the senate chair to the Administrative Council this·
year. As a linguistics professor, I bristl_e at the
fall.
.
"

On planning issues, we have been almost
,completely exclud_ed. We scheduled a meeting with v:
• Victor Azzi to discuss the capital budget, and he
was extremely reluctant to talk about plans in the
works. Only with the prodding of Charlie Owens
did he tell us anything. When we inadverteritlyfcmnd om about the planning consultants, which
the system had hired to do a study of the UNH .
campus, we asked to meet with them this summer.
Azzi· postponed indefinitely our meeting with
those consultants. I. made six phone calls to him
in July on this issue--he was always out; and never
returned my calls. Now President Haaland is setting
up his own committee on· which the Senate Budget
and Planning Committee w~ll have two repre·sentatives, on which the faculty will be the minority.
The one bright spot in the budget process this
year was the significaµt increiise for the library.
The Budget and Pl~nning Committee added its
. support -to the general uproar among the faculty
encouraged by ·a Vice President for Academic Affairs,
wh9 also brought in a library consultant from the
University of Oregon.
.·
Major credits must also go to the strong leadership
of the department chairs and the department library
representatives, and to a strong Academic Senate
Library Committee. If this is the model for how
to make major changes in the budget, it seems to
me th~t reckless and strong leadership from a vice
president may be an essential ingredient. I do not
believe that in this case the Budget and Planning .
Committee was essential .to the process.
· I have tried to do all I could to establish a structure ·
. in which the faculty could work effectively with
1
the. administration on the issues of budget and
planning, but Pres_jdent Haaland has thwarted his
1
effort to set up-a: v iahle structure,, undercutting
our position vi a vis th~ Administrative-' Council
and the new planning committee.
· ' · "~
. Substantively, he has not sought oqt advice, and
nothing in ·his actions indicates that he has taken
our recommendations seriously. I do not believe
now that President Haaland ·ever intended for the
committee to take part in the budget and planning'
pr.ocess in any meaningful way. ·Witho_ut his
, coop~ration the faculty_ simply cannot work closely
· · with thec·administration. I see no way oqt of the
· situation,. and I see no further co,n tribution that
I ca:n make.
.
.

Convocation .,

By Goxdon A. Haaland
Dear Students,
lam writing to invite you to attend the University
Convocation Thursday, September 8, at 12:45 p.m.
irt Lundholm Gymnasium.
As many ·o f you may recall, we revived a University
tradition last year by holding the first Convocation
in fourteen years. The success of that event and
the enthusiasm for bringing t_h e campus community
together argues strongly for making Convocation
an annual event.
The purpose of this year's Convocation wiH be
to welcome all newcomers to the University
community and to focus collective attention on
issues related to the very nature of the University.
I will deliver the main address and brief remarks by Professo~ Joseph B. Murdoch, ·Chairperson of
the Academic Senate, and · Wendy . Hammond,
Student Body President, will be given.
This year I will direct my remarks to what'it means
to be a part of a communitiof learning. I will address
, those aspects-•of our mission, .activities, and climate •
that influence our sense of community.
Following the ceremony, a reception will be held
on the University lawn in front of New Hampshire
Hall. I encourage you to attend the Convocation.
Your participation will help start the year by focusing
on common purposes and by strengthening our
sense of community.
.
- Sincerely, ·
Gordon A. Haaland
~
President

.,..
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DON'T JUST .·.R EA D.
·
- LL ·ABOUT IT!!----,
.-----··.·A
Any one can 1·o ok ... but for 1:hose
of you who wan t to crea te your
. school- news paper, The New Hampshire .
.· is •. f!OW . accep ting a_ppl icatio ns f~H
typi sts, copy read ers, grap hic
. artis ts (all paid_ posit ions) , as well as ·
repo rters and phot ogra ,pl)e rs .(c;om- .
· pensa ted positions)~

For more infor mati on, stop by The ·
Ne"!" Haff!p~hire in the Mem oria l ·

Unio n Budd ing, Room 151~ ·
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Arts & ·Entertainment
Wanda: wild pandemo nium .
By Marc A. Mamagonian ·

Let~s Active, Mitch Easter, Angie Carlson, Eric Marshall and
John Heames.

1

Let s Active
refines and delivers
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Let's Active
Every Dog Has His Day
I.R.S. Records
_
_
By Arthur Lizie
. In t~is year of some peoples'
;Lo_rd One Thousand, Nine
Hundred and Eighty-Eight, just
about anyone who could possibly
care about Mitch Easter already
knows: all the ·wonderful things
, he can do. They 'know about his
tight, never-play-safe production abilities, his pull-a-catchymelody-out-of-a-hat s6ngwriting habits, his 9.·od-upon-in-love
lyrical slant, his wonderfully
, boyish vocals, and 4is super hip
pals. Le,f s A(tive's Every Dog
Has His Day is a dream come
true for all the people wh.o
already know about Mitch and
an eye ~opener for those .who
care but don't know it yet.
Although Every Dog does not
drift "willful into mainstream"
as _the title song suggests, it is
the most accesible record to
come along in Let's A(tive's
half-decade existence. While
still keeping the band's familiar
. quirky, ,playful edge, the disc is
louder, thicker, and brighter (i.e.
more radio sellable) than previous work. In this case, more
accesible and sellable does not
mean watered down or the sword (sellout for the uninformed), just easier on the ears.
Two reasons are apparent for
the record's accesibility. First,
Every Dog has the s~me musicians on every track; one may
even call them a band. This was
not the case on the last Let's
Active album, Big Plans For
Everybody. In places, the Yeslike rotating-member policy of
that record hurt the album's

cohesiveness; Every Dog is a
thoroughly unified slice ·of delight, like _ice cream in the
.
summertime.
Secondly, the album's a bit
easier on the ears becauseof the
help of outside producer John
Leckie (Simple Minds, XTC).
Leckie has brought with him .a
thic.k layered production style
which q1steful\y £,ills 04t the
nere are 'e ven a few
sound. t'w
surprises buried deep in the mix
for the adventurous.
As always, Mitch has cleverly
written f~om the underdog's
point of view. In "Too Bad,"
boisterously driven by a "Legs" like keyboard part, Mitch's
subject has luck; but, of course,
it's all bad; in "Mr Fool," an
·electric folk tune reminiscent
of The Byrds, the hero is. hopelessly' outdated and oblivious
to the fact; in "Sweepstakes
Winner," the protagonist has
won the lottery but lost the war.
On the lyrical flip side of these
tunes is the optimistic title song,
hard hitting with a rich, memorable guitar lick, in which Mitch
and _the band receive a mythic
hero's welcome. . The gem of the record is
"Horizon," suhg and co-written
by keyboardist/ guitarist,Angie
Carlson. This lilting folk tune,
the type oh-so popular due to
the sudden success of 10,000
Maniacs, is hauntingly magic
(sort of like Mantovani, but not
really). Brilliant.
It took a while to'see the light
of day, but when all is sa1d and
done and recorded, Mitch East~r
has once again delivered the
goods. Every Dog Has His Day
is one of the best records of the
year. Don't miss out this time.

The Band: Let's Active
The Members: Mitch Easter (songwriter, vocals, guitar, budding
genius), Angie Carlson (keyboards, guitar, vocals), Eric Marshall
(drums), and John Heames (bass)
' Home Base: Winston-Salem, NC
· Albums: Every Dog Has His Dai (1988), Big Plans For The
Everybody (1986), Cypress (1984).
EP's: afoot (1983)
Singles: "Every Word Means No" from afoot was actually
_- played on MTV.
Notables: Mitch Easter operates his own recording studi9,
the Drive-In, at his parent's Winston-Salem home.
Easter has produced and/ or played on records by R.E.M., Suzanne
Vega, Marshall Crenshaw, Sidestreets, and Game Theory.

·

,

so ("Don't call me stupid" is
There are at least two
distinct traditions in British film his key' phrase). Kline gives an carries. Some of his takes and
comedies. One can be referred over the top, manic perfor- double-takes are classic, and his
mance; he sniffs his armpits for -apology to Otto while hanging
to as "polite" comedy; the most
notable of these are descendants a burst of energy, dangles cheese out a window is a masterpiece.
The real revelationof the film
of (or often adaptations of) the out a window, stuffs french fries
stage tradition of the "drawing up Palin's nose and eats his pet for me was Jamie Lee CurtisS
toom" comedy which was per- fish (a very rude and funny This was the first film I have
fected by Wilde and Shaw. The scene). As a kicker he reads seen her in that gave her a
second is far less polite, and Nietzsche, which may explain · chance to do anything worth- 't
represents, in large part, a many of his problems. He is while, and she is quite wondreaction against that same draw- convinced he is a Nietzschean erful. Her Wanda is a master ·
ing room cqmedy tradition. The superman, wl)ile in reality he of m anipulation, willing to use
most famous .practitioners of- . is an ugly American who thinks anyo ne to get what she wants
( qamely th~ diamonds for her- •
this breed of English comedy Socrates is a Belgian. ·
Michael Palin is painfully self). She has never been more
is the Monty Python troop.John
Cleese, the co-writer of A Fish funny in a role which, by rights,· attractive in a role or acted with
Called Wanda and Python alum- should not be inherently funny. such energy (previous roles saw
nus (no, for the 800th time, they He plays the violently stuttering her looking bored: and I don't
do not plan to work together Ken, and despite being treated blame her for appearing so). She .
in the near future)'often played, with incredible cruelty, manages is a fine comic actress and
in Python and his own television to make it incredibly funny. _ demonstrates excellent timing ·
series "Fawlty Towers," the Ken's main task in the film is in her scenes with Cleese, when
Englishman pushed over the to dispose of an old woman who it would be just as easy to stand
edge of civility: a man driven witnessed the getaway. He has · around and let Cleese get all of
by rage and the chaotic forces no compunction about bumping the laughs.
This is kind of a mess of a
of fury. It is these characteristics her off, l;mt is wracked with
that are the dominating tone remorse when he accidently kills movie, with ends flying out all
the old woman's terriers one over (a bit like this -article, I
in A Fish Called Wanda.
The film stars Kevin Kline by one in a hilarious scene. After suspect), which is exactly how
(as Otto), Michael "I was in Otto eats Ken's fish, including it should be. The director,
Python too" Palin (as Ken), and his favorite, Wanda, he becomes Charles Crichton, who directed
Jamie Lee Curtis (as Wanda). .a man with a mission: revenge. the similarly plotted Alec GuiThis trio represents three quiir- . He gets ir, and in doing so, loses ness classicThe Lavendar Hill
ters of a team of diamond his stutter, leaving him free to Mo b, does a fine fob keeping
thieves whose forth member, chirp "How much wood could t hings under relative control
the one who 'knows where the a woodchuck chuck if a wood- without squelching the comedy.
diamonds are hidden, gets chuck could chuck wood," for _It is a particularly fine job
co nsidering that he has not
caught (actually double crossed the rest of his days. by Curtis and Kline) and is . John Cleese is as funny as ·o ne _directed a film in years and is represented by a respectable ,. couldhopeforinaparttl:iatdoes no spring chicken. The whole
iondon barrister played byjohn not call for -him -to oe the· main film Z.oes to show that tastelessCleese. Cleese delegates most laugh getter. He is seduced by, ness can be done with some taste
of his wacky hijinks to his co- .and_in turn seduces by speaking an d that cruelty can be fun (I _
stars, particularly Kline. Kline Russian, Jamie Lee Curtis, sees guess that Nietzsche was right
plays an ex-CIA agent posing his respectability go down the about that, at least). Anyway,
as Wanda's brother who thinks toilet and finally finds himself Jeffery_ Lyons ( my own personal
he is smart but is really as thick happy to be freed from the gu ru) liked the film, so what
as a brick and resents beingwld constraints that respectabil~ty more do you want?

News ftom . the musical .front

Blues." Both Vaughn'.s vocals
By Arthur Lizie
Walter Salas-Humara, main .and guitar are on the right side
singer-songwriter for The Silos, between gruff and pretty, maklast year's "be.s t new American ing possible dynamic tunes such
band" according to a critics poll as "Girl Don't Live Here An-·
in the ever-aging "Rolling ymore" and "Gene.ric Bhies."
Stone" magazine, recently re- · Beefy music for real people
leased his first solo record, (including vegetarians; take that
Lagartija (Record Col- National Beef Council), not
lect/Independent . Label Al- watered down, overproduced
liance). The album has a sparse, AOR product. The Nightcats'
demo-ish feel, a marked tri- disc is pure fun. Diversity is the
umph of tuneful songwriting key ingredient as-various jazz,
substance over flashy produc- rockabilly, and R and B styles
tion style. Highlights include are integrated and redistributed
the mid-tempo thumper "Carol" in lethal doses in songs such as
(not the Chuck Berry song) and "My Money's Green," "Don't
"Promises" ·(n,ot the Eric Clap- Boss Me" (featuring some mena
ton song), a bouncy, optimistic harmonica), and "I Feel Sorry."
tune ,that will set your toes a- Side two is pure, unadulterated
tappin'. Search for and devour magic
Amnesty International's HuLagartija. Salas-Humara will
bring his solo act on the road · man Righ,ts Now World Tour
this fall...Prince takes the wacky hits .the. U.S. East .Coast on
hijinks of his funk-pop-a-roll September 19 at J.F.K. Stadium
road show o'er the highways and in lovely Philadelphia. Bruce
byways 'of America this fall for Springsteen, soon· releasing an
the first time in more than three EP featuring a cover o( ·Bob
years. October 21 is a tentative 'Dylan.'s,,:'.(:hj.mes of Freedom,"
date for the Worcester Cen- Petef"~~b~ el, Sting, T "r acy
trum ... Both Generic Blues Ar Chapman, who recently hit a
bum from MauriceJohnVaughn well deserved number one on
and Disturbing The Peace from the Billboard LP charts, arid
Little Charlie ,,nd The Nightcats Yous sou N' dour headline _the .
make me wonder if Alligator ·eye-, heart-, and wallet-opening
Records have ever released a event ... Siouxsie ·and The Banbad record. Vaughn's record is shees, with new single "Peek
a delightful, immediately en- A Boo" just released, play
- joyable record containing, ?S the Boston's Orpheum Theater on
cover boasts, "100 % Pure October 22. Beware, recent

·l
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Bluesm an Maurie~,- )oho
Vau1rhn
Banshee Boston shows have~tun
the spectru~ from the sublime
.,AQ,;..the spectacular ... Did-;l· miss
·=tht announcement or do "soul"
and "funk" now meari -''.I have
to many synthesizers ;a,nd drum machine's -on my album?" _Sure, -""'
The Light (Capitol Record's),
the latest from Afrika Bambaataa and Family, has s6m_i really
interesting songs, including
uzouk Your Body," a flowing
MUS~C NEWS, page 16
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Le t's Ac tiv e' s
M itc h Easter

"?:

--- -M US IC ·N EW S,- ---

reggae num~~ r featurin g Kin~
Yellowman, Sho Nµff Funky,
co-writ ten by the Godfat her of
.Soul and Bad Publici ty, James
Brown and "Reckless," a funky
Ea~ter: ''I've ·been doing a lot
. regg~~ tune sho_wcasing 'the
the
in
always
I'm
lately.
stuff
of
Lizie
Arthur
By
quickly deterio rating talents of
As often happen s when a new studio. I've been workin g on the
UB40 but too much valuab le
album is release d, the ardst is Love Tractor record and a new
tim-e is wasted on hopele ssly
more than availab le to speak Game Theory album ... I was just
about his or her latest creation. workin g with a Georgi a group- repetiv e synthet ic melodies and
rhythm s. Ifs tolerab le for the
In this case, said artist is Mitch called Lava Love. Lotsa stuff."
first ten minutes of a song, but
Easter, songwr iter, vocalist, and TNH: "Which is more enjoyguitari st for Let's Active, and able, playing your own material,._ ·· it grows a litle tiresom e after
said creatio n is Let's Active 's or produci ng someon e else'.s?" · ·that. Plus, "World Racial War"
steals from a Wl:utney Housto n
third album, Every Dog Has His Easter: "I prefer to play on my
Day. Here's what Mitch had to owrr materi al; even when it's · song. Maybe I'm just mad (pe:ople don't get mad, dogs do) at
say in a recent brief telepho ne work it's fun while other people' s stuff is just work. y?u gotta
Bambaataa for not following up
,.
.
intervie w:
and
almes
person
the
ase
ple_
Why
"Time Zone" with anothe r
hire:
Hamps
The New
collabo ration with Johnny Lywas there such a long layoff (2 there's more hassles and more
don ... Quick quiz, which is worse,
years) betwee n the release ·of people have to be involved... It's
the Garfiel d things in people' s
Big Plans For .Everyb ody and _harder. "
g
aspirin
for
tips
"Any
TNH:
.
window s or Debbie Gibson ? _
Dayr
His
Has
Dog
Every
Don'~ think too long or hard.
Mitch Easter:"! couldn t qmte Mitch Easters 'i.e. people tinMartin Scorce se's The Last
tell you. There were a lot of kering around with a four track
. Tempta tion .of C~rist i~ finally
logistics involved. You have to in their garage or baseme nt?';
~ne
being release d 1n this area,
get everyb ody agreea ble, you Easter: "You just learn a lot with
bassist , Dan Lilker, .is an ex - ing" (not rock but you get
,
around
wtth
up
Maybe
Fool
today.
served
track.
all
Boston
four
in
were
g
the
y
idea)
openin
compan
have to get the record
membe r of Anthra x, anothe r
int:
Portsm outh, Newing ton in the
agreeable: It's not like _you_just . experim ent. Now, with the big
nobly trying to pump life_ a reggae beat. Only compla
band
he
able
be
ha,"
should
ha,
finally
reggae
to
"Ha,
for
nice
it's
RDA
future?
US
near
studios
The
to
1t
give
make a record then
into the pitiful world of heavy
um ,of three
guffaw,ed. "It is to laugh." Yes,
them ... It takes time . .I was either to_do what I've tried to do with
metal. Nuclea r Assault's Survive be set at a maxim
go
Bright
.Just
than that
..
Bob
more
along
pal
all
day;
old
our
per
tracks
was
hours
four
that
busy
or
busy in the studio
is fast, fast, fast, often melodic
ms
of Campu s Crusad e for Christ
playing live, but we were always wild. Don't follow the instruc often fun. How can you and serious health proble
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Focus ·O n
_A m·erica's
Future ,
Help Prevent .
Birth Defects,;}

,'

Support the

There are ·
three million
Am:ericans

alive today . ·

who have h,ad
cancer. And
now one out
of two cancer

patients
get well!

~*"WhHe V✓e can ·thin k

d

__Wflile we can talk
While we can stand
While we can walk
· While we can;fight
While we can give,
Join ou r~quest for
Life right now!"

Mr~ Structural En~neering.

University of Virginia, Fi- ,Uc Sants Cruz, Marine Biol- University of Micbigan,MBA

Analyzing and designing

nance. Studies fluctuating

ogy. Studies pehavior of blt1e

candi~ate. Assisted on pric- .

, Developed working
bridges.·
i~•
•• \

s_tock and mon_ey ~arket

whales a11d effect of environ-

ing projects for GM. The HP-.

model of a double spandrel·arch

trends. Assisted head trader ·- ment on distribution of mar-

17B offers easy algebraic entry.

bridge. The HP-28S helps him

in Yen at Chicago Mercantile

ine mammals. The riew, easy

Plus time value of money, cash

analyze structural stress and

Exchange. The HP-12C with

to use HP-22S has a built-in

flows .and linear reg;ess1on to

geometry It's the only calcu-

RPN lets him analyze prices.

f)_f

~

1,

I

•/

'.

~

l'

"•,•

~

wAch·1··e1rier
·
s
·
1·n
V

latorthatletshimdobothsym~ . N e
·
bohc algebra and calculus.
It features
powerful

equation library with solver,

;

I

HPSolveletsherenterherown
formulas · and solve for any

Heavyand
Metal,
Swing,
Blues
;~:
:u,
Motown 1

matnx math a_nq graphl~S cap-

Packard's calculators are built

abilities And HP Solve lets him

■

-

'

Leslie Uggams, Honorary
Nationa·175th Anniversary
.Chairperson, for the
American Cancer Society.

analyze budgets and forecasts.

for your success Look for them

'

sqlve custom formulas without

ratios, net present value and

giving her access to the

programming .Wi_th more than

internal rate of return. He can

rnost commonly used sci en- call 1-800-752-0900, Ext. 658E, ·· .

J500 functions.· 32K RAM and

even create his own custom

_tific equatio·n s Statistics

for your nearest dealer

both RPN and algebraic entry,

programs. The HP-12C is the

with linear regression. And

We never stop asking "What if...

the HP-28S is the ultimate sci- . established standard in fi-

algebraic entry. The ideal

F/,jj"I
Iii!~

entif1c calculator .

nancial calculators.

student science calculator . ·

at your campus bookstore. Or

HEWLETT
PACKARD

Join us with your , g'e~erous contributions
of money. and time.
. .·
.
■

•

I

g,

Years of Life!
Joilus ,
HP-28S SCIENTIFIC
_CALCULATOR

HP~ 12C FINANCIAL
CALCULATOR

,~-

.,ii ~~~~l.i'i:.W-l"""<!t'~' "·."'-'l\:''.f.._ ~?<'ll:'~,,:o'k"'1l..,..""-'--~mt.iiiri~l~\i~~M~Ji...~~~M_1s a trademcUk of Qeneral Moto!S'Cofporatidh

HP-22S SCIEN-TIFr.C
CALCU~ATOR ·

HP-17B BUSINESS
CALCULATOR
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PAEPARE FCR A GCXD PAYN, PART-.T IE CR VAC A~ JCJ3

. LEARN':xt1=£2Q ·
G
IN
BAREXTTREANIND
COME
EARN

CALL ·
OR WRITE
Y H.JE
TODABROO
P<R FREE

MASTER

BART&NDER SCHOOL

~GET TO RE-D
. DON'T FOO

84 MAH SIFEEI
~WMARl<ET, ~W HAMPSHRE 03857

lEL

·. THE · EDi TORIALSU{

659 ,-3 718

,,1,don't wa11t
a lot of hype.
I just want
something I
can count on.,,

Some long distance
compai1ies promise you
the moon, but ,\hit n.)u

really warn is dependable.
high-qualit~' sen·ice. ·mat's
just what you'll get ,,i1t:n
you choose AT&T Long
Distance Service. at a cost
that:5 a lot less than n )LI
think. Y{)U can expec·t IO\\'
· long distance rates. ~-:1-h(>Ui
operator assisunce. clear

connections and immedi:ne
credit forwrong numbers .
And the assurance t-hat .
virtuall" all of rnur calls will
go thro.ugh the first time. ,
, That's the genius of the
AT&T Worldwide Intelligent ·
Network.
\X1hen it's time tu
choose, forget the gimmicks .. and make the intelligent
choice-A1t.~r
If voud like to know
more about oui· products or
·services, like International
Calling and the AT&T Card . call us at 1 800 222-0300.
.,,,.

--

-- ·

AT&T ,The right choice.

you are read y for
The New ·
Hampshire!!/
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. PHOTOGRAPHERS WANTED!!!!
.

,

I

. BE NEW HAMPSHIRE is looking for people
,interest ed in -he·comi ng photpgra phers for the ·
BB-89 school year. Expeiien ce and a "CilYiiiltii ·are •.
not required , but motivati on is .KEY!! Contact
Eric Stites · or Sha-ron Dohovan. _in ·The New
Hampshire office~ (rm. 151 ) . .•

. :;,

· · ·. The-Memorial Union Board of Gover nors
· is now accepting applications for 1988/89
'

'

. The following seat$ are open:
¥►

H

ri►

fll►

◄►

◄►

+►

◄► .

4►

◄:

.

.

faculty/ Staff, Residen t, Commu ter
.

.

Anyone intereste d c.an pick up an application in the
-

-

.

.· Student Activities Office, room_322 in the MUB.
--...

Applica tion' deadlin e is Monday , Septem ber 12.

.....

'

,._,;,
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. b:v Michael Dowe

· Freaker Patrol

'lu tc !.' THAT
GARflEU) SoR f \S:
fUNNY l'INO C.R\6IN)}L .'!

. 'luK 'Df

,

Super Guy
GQG E TUJ6S STOD6AJTS.
IT HAS C.Olfl6 TOMV
· ATT£~TIOIJ TIIATTOOAY
ISA SPECl~L IMYFOR.
HANYOFWC,.
.

\

.i

A tv\ASS

you ZDIOT! TO&AV
rsN'T 61lA1XMTIO~ 'O>

So llJ HOAJORo, THf' IJAV~
NA»Y FIAJe" GRADUATES l\
I WOULO Llll(TO SAY
\

ISS&b THAT LAST

Pill~! AJ0'-166TJ,OSt
IJ b c.oHE IS

. U'l/€601

.·

IT LOOXS L/HE

'

by Kurt Krebs

________

·1fJ\.CKS' HALL
AHA!

\

t)' JOHN HIRT~E !

,,,___

YESJ THOSE

TIRE.LESS

SUMMER. BR£1\K tS OVEll. STUDENiS LUCI-CY
FOTi U.N.H, STUDENTS•• . ENOU&H TO ft ETURN
L.,,

AS

WELL AS THOSE

FR,ESHMEN

ENOUt:,H

u;N.H. ·· ·

TO

LUCKY
&ET INTO

NATUR.ALLY,

THE

1l.A.s A12&: . FULLY
-PR-£PAE£D FOR THfM ..

'IEAH, TI-/IS
YEM?. THEY

GAVE Us RIOT

CONTROL GEA1i,!

~
~~-

' - CLOSE0! .
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CLASSIFIED

- TUTORS NEEDED-~ especially for
LANGUAGES, SCIENCES, MATH, ACCOUNTING, & ENGINEERING. Share your
knowledge with another student--you'II
4764.
get paid, trained, and meet new people!
Tutor for Student Support Services through
Students and Clubs to join the '88-'89
the TASK Center. Contact Jane Andrews.
Student Travel Services' Sales Team. Earn
CASH and/ or FREE Winter and Spring .
Break vacations. Travel with the best to
our exciting ski and sun.destinations. For
more information call 1-800-648-4849.
d Hoc key Referees needed for
.
Expenence
FALL INTO THE GREAT OUTDOORS
competative Hockey league in Dover. $20
NHOC opening meeting Sept. 7, Granite
per game. on Karivan Route. Contact Mark
State Room, MUB 7-9 p.m.
at 749-1975 leave message and I 'II call
FOLIAGE AND FUN NHOC opening meetback.
ing Sept . 7 Granite State Room, MUS 7Workstudy - The Glacier Research Group
9 p.m.
is looking for students to assist in Lab
Happy 20th Elyse Decker! You are wondanalysis at s'now and ice . No experience
erful! Love, Benjamin .Brown.
·necessary. Please contact Mark Twickler
Rm 3 ,11 x 2463 or Dr. M.J. Spencer Rm 343
Williamson 10th--you're great!! Just watch
d
,
the rendezvous' in the elevator, ok Tam??
.x~157 in the Science & Engineering Bl g.
Are you seeing Pink Elephants??
0

HELPER FOR D ISABLED PERSON. NO
EXPERIENCE NEEDED. EASY WORK.
GREAT BOSS. $6/HR. CALL DAN AT 692-

FOR SALE: 13" Magnavox Color TV - $75
Double Bed-complete $100 749-2847
1980 Subaru, ne~ ci..itbh - in good cond;tion
$600.00 or best offer. Gall Scott at 8686204 after 5 p.m.
SENSATIONAL POSTERS! Mind-boggling
art. Free catalog. T.E. BREITENBACH, P.O.
Box 538A, Altamont NY 12009.

TYPING/WORD PROCESSING. profes-sional quality. Spellirg accuarcy guaranteed. SAVE yourself time & money by calling
NOW. Dover, 742-2037

OUTSTANDING WORK/STUDY JOB$: If
you are a.sophomon1. junioror 1st semester
seniorwitha2.5( mhigher)9PA,wh owants
a challenging position in a friendly, supportive environment, apply• to be a tutor I counselor at TASK, Bookstore Parking
5t_h._ _ _ _ _ _ _
Lo__t_by!.__Se_,_p_t. _1_
__
Individuals wanted to work part-time Friday
evenings, Saturdayss and Sundays at
Snively Arena- UNH Campus. Responsibilities include ice ~esurfacing, maintenance and building supervision. Pay: $5.25
to $6 .00/hour. Send applications Vo Michael
O'Neil Director for the Division of Athletics
and R~creational Sports. Room 136, Field
House, UNH Durnam, N.H. 03824. For more
·
info. call 862-2013. "

•( ~,!~!i¥?c~1.~~

The N.H . Gent-lemen will be holding an .
informal meeting regarding auditions Wed.
Sept. 7, 6 p.m. for info call 742-2252 Contact
Paul Murphy, or look for our posters!
FALL INTO THE GREAT OUTDOORS
NHOC opening meeting Sept. 7 Granite
State Room, MUB 7 -9 p.m.
FOLIAGE AND FUN NHOC open'ing meeting Sept. 7 Granite State Room, MUB 7· ·
9 p.m.
FALL INTO THE GREAT OUTDOORS
NHOC opening meeting Sept. 7 Granite
State Room, MUS 7 -9 p.m.
FOLIAGE AND FUN NHOC opening meet- '
ing Sept. 7 Granite State Room. MUB 7 9p.m.
We certainly are "Coming Together To Do
Our Best 1" Orgy anyone?? Though I like
it on top, it 'can get lonely, so stop by and
enjoy the view!! So when's our next slumber
party??

,,...
I .

I

· .,..
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Cross"."Country

Ten nis any one ?

(continued from page 23)

Juniors Jen Briggs and Tammy Toselli, if healthy, will
probably be two of the _top five

By Richard D' Avolio
By Rich D' Avolio
W he n the n a me Ru s s
In his first _year as head coach
of the Men's Tennis Team Paul McCurdy·is mentioned on the
Berton went a respectable 6-7 UNH ca1npus thP word winner
and finished the season on a immediately comes to the mind. ·
strong note by winning his last Be it women's ice hockey or
women's tennis, he somehow
three meets of the year.
This yea~ Berton looks for, always manc1ges to end the
. seasons in w_inning style:_
. h
d
"A ·
n improve team wit re., ·
This year his Women's tennis
turning upperclassmen."_
team should continue in that
. Expected to be fighting it out grand tradition. Coming off a
Kara MeKenna goes through workouts ·in preparation for the for" the top singles spot, due to 5-5 record-last year the team is
real thing this fall. (Eric Stitesphoto)
the absence of ace Dennis Pope 1 looking to improve and with the
are senior Tim Porter and junior number of talented players
Shawn Herljhy. Also coming returning, that's just what they
qack this season is junior Brian should do.
_"Boom Boom" Brady who was
Senior Deb Rinaldi should
tied for seco·nd on the team last
the 'Cats this season as she
lead
with
wins
individual
in
year
played in the number one sinBy Rich D'Avolio
four.
gles/ spot and went 4-0 in
Golf may not be the most mores Austin "Ace" Eaton and I
Coach Berton also mentioned doubles competion last year.
popular fall sport on campus1 Kevin Dean all ha_ve proven
but it appears to be one the most themselves to be·highly com-, a: _solid group of returning
A very solid group of players
-· successful. Last season under petitive golfers at the college players that should be much
. imp 'r oved from last year. follow Rinaldi, including sophofirst year Coach Ken Pope the . .level.
wh9
Last year the team finished Among them are senior Glen . more Kara Mckenna,
team went a remarkable 14-0 :
TomJackmin , earned the best singles record
iors
Wheldon,Jun
New
the
in
teams
43
of
out
22nd
Bowteam
eleven
the
and won
and sophomores , going 7-2 last · season. Also ·
<loin Tournement. In fact UNH · Englands. This year the golf Kevin Carlson,and Brian Baker.
junior Kathy Greland, who .
Carlisle
Peter
has not lost a regular season fall team will play in an expanded :
teamed with Mckenna to win
;
provide
. shedule which should
·
match since 1985.
This year's squad should be the Seaboard Conference title
· This year things shouldn't be more publici~yfor the program. - quite a -competitive group, and .in number one doubles _in 1987, :
The squad opens it season up . give even their best foes a battle should ·p lay .a n important role
much different as four key
players return to the squad. ' at the West Point Invitational, to the end. The team will open on this year's squad.
its schedule at Massachuse tts
Juniors Pat Szturm (hockey September8- 11.
McGurdy will also look to
on September· 14.
goalie),Jeff LaCoille and sophq~ i
juniors Liz Lerner, Stacey Mur-

•

Golfers swi ng
•

I.

....

runners for the 'Cats. C~ach
Krueger will also depend on
seniors Nancy Krolewski, Lynn
Shallcross, Turney Jenkins and
jun.ior Jen Flad for some fine
finishes.
The new faces on the team
expected to help the cause are
freshmen Kim Cilley and Kari
Vanderblue.
If the team stays healthy they
should definitely finish much
better than last year and with
a little luck who knows what will
happen.

go, Deb Rothstein and sophomores Tori Wincup and Jen
Brenizer for strong finishes this
year.
Five freshmen are also expect_ed to join the team and
perhaps add an extra ingredient _
for that winning _touch.
The team appears to be a ·very
well rounded group who should
be competitive against anyone,
and with McCurdy behind them
they may rise even higher.

Yea Team!
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Get college cash, fast and easy.
If financing your 'education is taking a bigger bite out of your school savings

than expected, Citibank could be the answer for you. We have three different
·1oans to help along the way - all easy to apply for, and fast to give you results.
Stafford Student Lo~ns, SLS, and PWS loa~s. For an application, call ·1-800692-8200 Operator 515 or see your Financial Aid Administrator on campus,
today. Be sure to fill in Citibank's Lender Code 826878 on your application.

CITIBAN<C'i
. A CIT/CORPCOMPANY

J#Major In St7:ldentLoans
All Citibank Student Loans are made In accordance with appllcable program regulations. Proceeds must be used for authorized
educational expenses In accordance with your application.
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CC off and running
Men 1s

Wo1nen 1s

By Mike Stinson ·
The men's cross-country team
should be an exciting one to
watch this season. The team
comes back with ·a large squad
and looks to be ready for action.
Coach Jim Boulanger feels the
team' is prepared. "Training is .
going very well. The question
is, how healthy can we stay?"
· The team will be looking for
· for big results from some returning veterans. Darrel Covell,
Randy Hall, Dan Beauley, and
S.teve Crainer have seen fine
seasons in the• past and ~should
continue the trend this year. ·
UNH opens up its schedule _
with the Canadian American
Invitational at Bates. "We
should have a good shot at the
Can Ams," said Couch Belanger.
"We finlshed second last yeat .
and would like to improve on
that."
Septemher 16 marks the
home opener for the squad. The
Wildcats will face Connecticut
and Providence at 3:30 pm in
College Woods, starting at
Cm" r Stadium.

X-Country

By Richard D' Avolio
After a disappointing 1-10
record in 1987 it is safe to say
that the things can only get
better for the 1988 UNH worn-.
en's cross country team. Head
_coach Nancy Krueger expects
· a much better finish this year
as an experienced group of
runners are ·returning to the
starting line. ·
Senior Cindie DiFtancesco
wilr lead the pack of vet~rans
returning as UNH's top finisher
in -two meets last season.
Junior Dawn Enterlein who
placed very high in three meets, .
one being the New England
Champioi;iships, is also back this
season.
.As a freshmen Nancy Boulanger won the Women's Athletic Department Rookie of
the Year Award and last year
as a junior she was UNH' s top
placer in · three meets. She
returns this year for her-final
season.

Bob Jean will call the shots this fall_as the Wildcats prepare for the season
opener against the University of Connecticut Huskies. (File p~oto)

FOOTBALL

cc p. 22 ·

(continued from page 24)
Onine ciefe"nsiv~ side of the excellent spring and was disb~ii matters are a little bit more playing exceptional pass rushpr.oblema tic. Coach Pinkham ing abilities before his condition
. has put together one of the best deteriorated to the extent that
gi:.oups of defensive backs in the surgery was required.
Sherman Beatty can bench
history of the program. Senior
strong safety Bill Farrell is the press 415 pounds and squat 625
- leader of the pack. Bill is a very pounds so he should be able to
_intense. player who cart hit as handle his chores at nose guard.
well as most linebackers. He is He can also run well so it's a
supported by defensive backs good thing for UNH ~he manTim Byrne and Ryan Jones. aged to get his academic act
Byrne is -diminutive in stature together. Junior Tom Whelan
but deceptively strong and very backs up Sherman and is very
fast.Jones is _an emotional young strong and quick. It may be
- , man who has honed his skills necessary to move one of the
· ,to a high degree over these las~ defensive tackles to the nose
two years. Junior Gary Jordan guar.d position to increase the
fills the remaining safety slot depth there, but the DT's are
and has done so with some in a battle of their own.
Sophomore tackles Chris Porpanache in recent years. Tom
Joy and Dah Smith can back up ter, Geoff Aleva,John MacNeill
any of the ·starters and are and Doug Ruggles are in one
The women's soccer ~quad h~pes to ha~; a . few new m~ves to use against opponents
,constantly in and out of the heck of a struggle for the two
open tackle slots. ~orter has
starting rotation.
action starts thi~ season. (Eric Stites photo)
Senior Will Tych-sen and good pass rushing abilities while
sophomore Todd Reap are the Aleva has shown some talent
starting inside linebackers. Will in halting Jhe run. Ruggles and
and Todd are both_ good MacNeill are exceptionally fast
"stickers" who should make a for defensive linemen. They .
large portion of the defensive . both run in the 4.7 second range
teams total tackles. TomJoy will . in the forty yard dash and are .
replace Tychsen in some passing blessed with very aggressive
Paige Christie, a freshmen, By John Dubois
; By Richard D'Avolio
situations but Will is essential attitudes. No matter who wins
may play an important role at
Expectations are high this . in stopping the running game . . the two starting tackle positions
Coming 'off a 5-ll-l reco rd the center half pos·ition, but
Chris McGrath and Kevin Hen- on the_defensive line they will
for the UNH men's soccer
year.
Bergeron
Cheryl
Sophomore
in their 1987 season, the UNH
women's soccer team looks for will be the one looked up0n to team after last .year's ver-y. ningsen have both had good fall be inexperienced.
The kicking game is in the
camps and provide some depth. ·
much improvement in th eir keep the midfield unit together. respectable record of 9-4-1.
Coach Garber is hoping this
The only possible difficulty with hands of ·freshmen Chuck GoeThe only trµe experience the
1988 campaign.
the backers is a lack of expe- bel. He is said to have a good
Head coach Marge Aoderson · team has lies in the fullback year's team can jump off to a
rience outside the starting line foot but has yet to receive his
will lead a young team, one th at positions. Senior Emily Stod- quick start like the team of a year
initiation into Yankee Confer_
up.
isgrowirig with experience, into . dard may play fullback or half- ago. The 'Cats should have some
football. Senior Nate Balence
and
Jarostchuk
Basil
Seniors
1
ye~r
this
punch
scoring
added
a very difficult Collegiate sche- back, and along with senior Amy
John Dubots give UNH two · dasaro brings a great deal of
with forwards like Frank Trusdule.
Farquhar and junior Maura
very experienced and talented experience to the punting game ·
cott and Jess Wehrwien who
1
h
Four of the top five scorers .
from last year are now sopho- l Naug ton, wil compose the were All-American and Alldefensive ends. Basil is very and has been in good form this
backbone of this team.
.
State respectively.
strong and knqws how to deal fall. ·
mores, and there are only three
Fali camp has been a difficult
Behind, them at mid-field, the , with-most of the tight ends in
Coach Anderson at this point.
seniors ~nd two juniors on the
the conference. Dubots is a ·experience due to the large
is not sure who will start be- 'Cats are at their best with
·
club.
runrrer (4.7 forty) who can chase number of upperclassmen who .
The 'Cats will look to sopho- tween the pipes. Although names like Bjork, Almasion,
The
more.
plays from the ·back side. have been injured and all the
many
down
and
Brennan
more Diane McLaughlin, last senior Emily Stoddard has been
The. back ups are sophomores freshmen and sophomores who
year's leading scorer, for most there for three years, Anderson defense should be very solid also
Gary Boa and Dwayne Sabb. · are struggling for starting poof their offense. With sopho- ! may move her to-fullback to get with three of the four starters
Both these meh are good hitters sitions. These two factors have·
opposing
stifle
to
ready
and
back
mores Jill Lewis, Wendy Young · the most from her abilities.
are phsically ready to play. les·sened tpe continuity one
'and
offenses.
and speedy freshmen Mary Beth Other players competing for
should
'Cats,
the
whole
a
As
only lack game experience: would like to see in a team prior
They
Sydlowski, the front line should netminder are sophomore Julie
in
the opportunity to d;ie ~tart of_a tough s~ason.
season
given
but
exciting
very
a
have
Kris
Freshmen
and
be able r.o put points on the . Leonhardt
_ There 1s certamly a great deal
well.
perform
should
rookies
the
If
them.
of
front
Eckert.
board.
Last year UNH lost it's entire ·. ?f ~len~-on hand b~_t yo~th and .
contribute to their full potential
There will be a key spot . . The team is young but talent- and the veterans stay solid as
starting defensive Jine to gra- mexpenence coul~ l5e an 1mpor• miss~ng in the midfield as Junior ed in important areas which. the have been in the past. Well
duation. They also lost junior ta-~t factor on this years sq~ad.
:E llen Weinberg is out for the could provide the winning edge. we all know that they ·rnn be
tackle Alex J arostchuk to a ~1th young players, toachmg
-~eason with an injury-:-- Sopho- The squad opens its season gread5ut let's get one win at a
preseas·on back injury while is fu?damental to success. Formore Deb Maida will be moved against Green Mountain Col- time s.rarting on September
junior nos~ guard Sherman tunately, UN1! has a number
. up from ful\ba.ck to fill ip for lege, at home .on ·S ept~mber 9 s.e v~-n_th ~gainst Central 5=·on- . Be.a tty has only recently ,become . pf_:trl!ly except!?nal coa~h~s on
. - ''.
necticut.
·
·
at 3:30 pm.
··
the injured Weinberg.
eligible to play. _Alex had an .the staff.
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The 'Cats Are Back !
UNH ready for · battle
'By G. H. Elder
practice time b{it he sho.uld be in fall camp that have limited
The upcoming season should ready for the opener against their ability to practice: The loss
be an exciting one for Wi~dcat Colgate. He is backed up by of practice time for these two
Football fans. Last year UNH senior Steve Crevani who men has added to the offensive
unleashed a·devastating passing showed considerable improve- . continuity problems that have
game that was headed by second . ment during spring ball.
been experienced during fall
team All Conference quartercamp.
back Bob Jean (55% compleUNH has always had talented
tions, 2,134 yards passing). Bob running backs and this year is '
returns for his senior year and no exception. Junior tailback
The remaining guard · and
will throw to a plethora of "Stormin" Norman Ford (4.8 tackle slot: are being hotly
talented receivers -such as Curtis yards per carry in 1987) is back contested by a number of indiOlds, Chris Braune and Rob as is senior Todd Urbanik. Ford viduals. Junior Scott Laliberte
Spittel.
is the definition of speed (has is in the lead for the open tackle .
This marks the fourth year run a sub 4.5 forty) while Todd position but he is being hard
Jean ,and many of his receivers i_s more of a "banger." Senior pressed by big Dick James, Rob
have worked together but their Adam Angley adds considerable Gray and Mark Powicki. Sophocontinuity has been hampered depth to this already impressive mores Dan Nagle, Darrell Carty.
by a number of nagging injuries. line up.
and Fred Sullivan are all neck
Despite these problems UNH
and neck i•n their race for the
One
of
the
surprises of fall remaining
will definitely indulge in aerial
guard slot. All these
warfare for the fourth year in camp has been freshmen Mike men are untested as starters so
Gallagher.
Thjs
young
man
has
a row.
it should be an interesting battle
e'xceptional speed and agility
Jean is backed up by Junior
that may last well into the ·
:
and·
may
see
some
playing
time
Mark Carr and Sophomore Matt
season.
Griffin. They are both ·very this year as a wide receiver or
talented individuals and provide , running back.
Overall,, UNH has exceptionI UNH with considerable depth . -· Matt Banbury is back at ful- al skill people on the offensive·
at the quarterback position.
lback and he certainly is. a load side of the ball. They should be i
Wide receivers Curtis Olds, and a half of raw power (he able to utilize a potent passing
Chris Braune and Dave Marus- bench presses 405 pounds). attack if Bob Jean -has time to
zak have all experienced various Sophomore Mark Wichelns has throw. The offensive line is
injuries that have interfered also come to camp in fine shape, somewhat of a question mark.
with their ability to practice, and is nearly as strong as Three of the starters will have
so the passing game's timing Banbury. The smallest man in · had some experience but two
has not been all it could be this group is junior Shawn Lacie .will be neophytes. This could
during fall camp. Back up re- but what he lacks in size he cause some initial problems
ceiver Alvin Ro~s has made makes up for with a tenacity that with the running game but .
· excellent prqgress this summer has allowed him to battle Wi- nothing that time and expeand should provide some needed chelns for the second spot.
rience _can1._correct. __
depth at the wide rec,e iver slot.
Freshmen ·John Perry. made
The offensive line is headed
some spectacular catches during by seniors Jim Prendible (centhe team's last scrimmigage and ter) and F rahk Maguire (tackle).
has to be considered as, a front Prindible (Dribble) .is an excelline player. \
lent technician while Frank is
continued
At tight end senior Rob a big fellow who takes a very.
Spittel returns to resume his agressive approach to the ga_me.·
Rob is currently Junior Fred Huth should fill a
u-•·•- -~···- from a
back guard slot but both he and Frank
his• have suffered hamstrin~ pulls
'

i

The offense is huddled up and ready to· roll into' yet another
victorious season. (File photo)

Field Hockey
team rolls On

By .Mike Stins9n
UNH asolid transition game.
Taking over in the front line
As autumn begins to descend
on the UNH campus, many will be veteran forwards Shelley
students are )thlp.king about Robinson (senior), Marjorie
classes old friends and parties. Long (junior), and Liz Brickley
.For th~ women of the Wildcat (sophomore). While UNH lost
field hockey team, the fall of . last season's top three scorers
1988 brings thoughts of trying to graduation, these three can
to maintain the success of the be looked on to provide the '.Cats
with some fire power. Also
past.
.
Last year's team carried a looking to attack opposing nets
regular s~ason record of 10-6- , will be junior Ann Midura,
1 before bowing out of the sophomore .Laurie Geromini,
NCAA tourney with a 2-0 loss _and freshman Sara Paveglio.
to Massachusetts. This year the
The Wildcats have a tqugh
'Cats have many new faces,
seven members of-last year's season ahead, includ1ng their
squad graduated, but they still first three games away from the
friendly confines of Memorial
look to be strong.
One of those new faces is Field. Despite this, the team
Lauren Fuchs, who will be the hopes to strive forward and
acting head coach. With head continu~ along their winning
coach Marisa Didio taking the ways.
role of assistant coach for the
Coach Fuchs stated, "I think
U.S. Olympic Field Hockey
Team, Fuchs now gets her we're going to be strong. We
opportunity to take command. :ate improving everyday."
In this role she will rely on a · The season-opens up Sep·mix of youth and experience in tember 11 with the 'Cats facing
Virginia at Northeastern.
trying to surpass last season.
, While some may see a young ·
squad as a liability, Coach Fuchs .
sees otherwise. "Youth is good," ·
she said, '/because they put
excitement into the game." .
Leading the team on the field
will be senior captain Cyndi
Caldwell. After sitting out last
season with a knee injury Caldwell will take -charge qf a defensive unit which includes senior Liz Lahme and two juniors,
Deb Blumen and Karen Brady.
Backing up these four will be
sophomore goaltender Stacey
·Gaudette. While seeing only
limited action · last season,
Gaudette is -considered more
than ready to step into the
starters spot.
,,
. Moving up to the midfield
. position, UNH will be looking
· to junior Kim Zifcak as well as
junior Mary Malooly and sophomores Kristin Vander-Heyden
. and Julie Whitten. Zifcak was
last season's leading scorer and
.
• ,
will be a key member· of the
It is all business as the women's field hockey team works hard during presea~on practises. midfield. Coach Fuchs will be
(,:E..:.n:;.::·c....~~t:.it~es.:;.:.p.:,;h;.:;.o.:,;to;;.,;)_ _ _
w~t~hi~~ for thi~ ~r~~P.to gi~~ ___ -=,.~:w~-~
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